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South Campus  
Dream come true

We see the world
in your child

Shoresh director
Baeck to her roots

Voice of The Leo Baeck Day School
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Campaign For Leo Baeck’s  
New South Campus
As Campaign Chair, I have had the honour to work with donors who have supported 
the Jewish community and Jewish education for many years as well as those who, be-
cause of this campaign, have made their first capital contribution - donors who have 
taken up our challenge to “give until it feels good.” The Leo Baeck Day School and 
our South Campus renewal is a resounding success thanks to our current and past 
leadership, our families, and our donors. 

As our Capital Campaign surpasses $5 million, our major gifts team is still working hard to raise 
the remaining $5 million for this project. To those of you who have yet to join the cam-
paign, now is an ideal time. You have seen what this project is about and the success of our 
school and now you too can be a part of the South Campus Renewal campaign. There are still 
naming opportunities available at a wide range of gift amounts. All capital gifts are payable over 
5 years and fully tax-receiptable. 

As a donor, I know firsthand how good it can feel to be part of this campaign and I hope to 
share this euphoria with all of you.  We look forward to adding YOUR name to our growing list of  
supporters.

Sincerely,

Laurie Davis, Campaign Chair

For more information on how you can support Leo Baeck’s New South Campus, 
please contact Elysa Greisman, Director of Development, egreisman@leobaeck.ca 
or (905) 709-3636 x241. 

Light their way to  
a brighter future There are many many ways to show your support:

•  Tribute cards for all occasions (birthdays, anniversaries, milestones)
•  Donations to various funds that support special projects and initiatives
•  Siddur sponsorships & dedications
•  Planned giving opportunities, estate gifts of various forms
•  Sponsorship of special events and programs including Rosh Chodesh services,   
 Nachas events & Alumni programs
•  Special Nachas Club programs for our Grandparent & Special Relative community
•  Various Alumni Association initiatives
 

Honour your loved ones by making a generous  
donation to Leo Baeck

Make your  
donation today!
Go to www.leobaeck.ca/SupportLeoBaeck,
Contact Linda Abramsohn at  
labramsohn@leobaeck.ca,  
or Call 905-709-3636 x222  
to reach the Development Office
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The Leo Baeck Day School 
North Campus 
36 Atkinson Avenue  
Thornhill, Ontario 
L4J 8C9 
Phone: (905) 709-3636 
Fax: (905) 709-1999 
 
General Inquiries info@leobaeck.ca

Follow us: 

 

South Campus 
501 Arlington Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 
M6C 3A4 
Phone: (416) 787-9899 
Fax: (416) 787-9838 

We see…  a child who develops a meaningful 
Jewish identity, who will excel within the academic demands of our rap-
idly evolving world, and who is nurtured in an environment that promotes  
respect, confidence and a true sense of belonging.  

It is with this vision in mind that the Board of Directors approved our 
mission statement as the mandate that drives everything we do and all that 
we hope to achieve. 

The pages of this magazine are full of examples that bring these 
ideals to life, highlighting what a remarkable institution this 

is and the thousands of young people upon whom it has 
made an impression. As our school continues to grow 

physically and mature programmatically, it is always 
important to slow down and consider these three im-
portant focal points upon which we can all agree. 
We look forward to continuing on this journey with 
you all.

By Eric Petersiel, RJE, Head of School

Photo: Eric with his children Lilah and Micah

The Leo Baeck 
Mission Statement
Leo Baeck, a Reform Jewish day school, is  
committed to providing academic excellence in  
a nurturing community.

Reform Judaism 
…Instilling a meaningful Jewish identity relevant for 
today’s world. 

Academic Excellence 
…Cultivating critical thinking skills and preparation for 
future education through innovative IB best practices.  

Nurturing Community 
…Providing the warmth of a caring environment that 
encompasses students and parents into a “greater  
Leo Baeck family.”  

Editor David Bale 
Design/Layout Agency Nextdoor  
Printing Incredible Printing 
Photography Kevin Diamond, David Bale, Ian Compton,   
 Rebecca Ansel, David Martosh, Bonnie Gremont 
Support Linda Abramsohn, Rachel Andrew, Sam Katz
Baeck & Call 
is published twice a year through The Leo Baeck Day School’s Communications 
and Development Departments and is distributed to more than 4000 Leo Baeck 
parents, grandparents, alumni and friends of the school.

Cover: Rabbi Noam Katz, Preschool Kabbalat Shabbat
Photo: Kevin Diamond 
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LB: Light and Brief  

He’s a Juno Award winning musician, who has jammed with The Jerry 
Garcia Band, Peter Yarrow (of Peter, Paul, and Mary), and Kermit. Yes, the 
Frog. He was lead vocalist on a sing along album with the famous Muppet. 
His audiences have included Johnny Mathis, Joni Mitchell, Better Midler, 
and Gordon Lightfoot.

 He’s known as Reb Ya’acov to his congregants in the San Francisco Bay 
area. To us, he’s Rabbi Jack Gabriel, a longtime friend of Leo Baeck and a 
welcome presence anytime he visits, as he did at the recent South Campus 
Chanukah assembly. “As lovely as the candles are, the kids shine even more 
in this beautiful new setting,” said Rabbi Jack, whose grandchildren Darya, 
Jaryd and Rachel Diamond are current students. 

By David Bale

When Toronto-based author Kathy Kacer sent out a call for short stories 
about the Holocaust, 45 schools responded, including Leo Baeck. Over 
250 submissions were passed on to Kathy for her new book We Are 
Their Voice: Today’s youth respond to the Holocaust. Of the 85 
chosen, five were written by Leo Baeck students: Jonathan Aronowitz,  
Sierra Goldfinger, Sierra Palachi, Sami Shinder and Casey Stein. 

A quote from Ori Berman’s submission inspired the title of the book.  
A proud Rochelle Chester, Lead Teacher-Librarian (pictured) was at the 
book’s launch in November. “The excitement was palpable,” she boasts. 
“What an amazing accomplishment for our former students and for Randi 
Solomon and teachers Alina Goldberg and Marc Kates who supervised  
the project.”

It was a display of sportsmanship at its finest; two brothers in friendly 
basketball competition. The “Battle of the Baecks,” Leo Baeck North vs. 
South was the regular season closer in the Jewish Day School Sports 
League. The South took an early lead, guarding it well until the fourth 
quarter, when the North inched closer and closer for a suspenseful final 
few minutes. 

When the buzzer sounded, it was South 27 North 21. Both teams left 
all they had on the court, both teams left the court winners in the eyes of 
the coaches and crowd of spectators, and both left the court exchanging 
high fives with each other and Baeck to Baeck smiles.

National Bullying Awareness Week may last for only seven days in No-
vember, but at Leo Baeck, the awareness goes on all year. We did dedicate 
that week to a special variety of anti-bullying activities, including an infor-
mation campaign in the form of posters and slogans urging one another to 
stand up against bullying. 

Actor-activist Anthony McLean of iEngage came to speak at the South 
Campus on bullying awareness, a subject he’ll expound upon in parenting 
workshops at both campuses. At the North Campus, the Respectful School 
Initiative sets the tone, inspiring Marni Appel’s Grade 3A class to express an 
anti-bullying sentiment in the form of a beautiful mural. It was an exercise 
in the best antidote to bullying of all: working together.

Antidote to Bullying

The Singing-Songwriting Rabbi

We Are Their Voice

Baeck to Baeck
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From the world of Leo Baeck

“Seeing everybody come together under the same umbrella, unified 
through creativity,” is what motivated Noa Daniel, North Campus Middle 
School teacher, to coordinate the our participation in the Windows to 
the World Art Competition. The event raises awareness for the Herzog  
Hospital in Jerusalem, where the winning artwork will hang in its chil-
dren’s respiratory unit. Out of 12,000 entries worldwide, 150 finalists 
were chosen, nine of them created by Leo Baeck students. 

Holding their finalist notifications after getting the news: (L-R) Shayna 
Feldbloom, Maya Menn, Lior Shneer, Jillian Rashkovan, Lia Toshinsky, Olga 
Vishnayakova, Rachel Shulman, and Allie Silcoff, with Yvette Burke (Prin-
cipal) Eric Petersiel (Head of School) and Noa Daniel.  Absent from photo: 
Hailey Lewis.

“We get the word out.” That’s how Riley Sigal and Evan Gilbert  
(pictured) explain their success as founders of the Options Club. That’s 
right; founders. Last year, in Grade 3, they signed up for after school 
clubs, but decided they wanted a club that gave them more...well... 
options. So, they invented it, promoted it, and now – in Grade 4 – the two 
club founders have seen their after school club grow in membership from 
9 to 36. 

“Some kids play with BeyBlades,” explains JK teacher/club advisor 
Amanda Rothschild. “Others do arts and crafts, dance to music, play with 
Lego and beads.” Riley and Evan’s initiative has inspired some  generous 
gifts: nut-free snacks donated by parents each week, and T-shirts for deco-
rating donated by Rafi Danan of Artik Printing.

The future was looking gloomy for the annual fall Jewish Day School 
Soccer Tournament. The regular host had to discontinue its sponsorship. 
Rather than allow the tradition to fade into history, Leo Baeck North 
teachers Michael Levy and Sarcevic Zlatko volunteered to take the reins to 
keep the event alive. 

The tournament took place at The Hangar in Downsview, with nine boys 
teams and seven girls teams ready to play. It was a great day of soccer, espe-
cially for the hosts: LBN girls (pictured with coach Richard Amar) took home 
the Silver; the boys side came home with the Bronze, making Leo Baeck 
North the only school to place both boys and girls teams in the top three.

The Group of Nine

It was around his kitchen table that the idea of a Reform Jewish day 
school for Toronto was first dreamed up. Four decades later, in the same 
year that dream saw fulfillment in a new South Campus, Rabbi Arthur 
Bielfeld was appointed Member to the Order of Canada, one of Canada’s 
highest civilian honours. 

The Rabbi Emeritus of Temple Emanu-El and Honourary Chairman of 
The Leo Baeck Day School was recognized for his lifetime of service to the 
nation in the realm of social justice. “I couldn’t have dreamed that we’d 
be opening a second campus, certainly one as beautiful as this,” kvelled 
Rabbi Bielfeld at the dedication in September. “I’m just so grateful for 
everything I’ve been a part of and that has been a part of this community.”

Rabbi Arthur Bielfeld’s Amazing Year The Options Club

What A Save!

www.leobaeck.ca 5
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A panel discussion took place in November as part of the Grade 8  
Humanities unit on “Migrations.” I was one of three panelists invited 
to share the story of my own immigration to Canada as a learning  
opportunity for the class.

As my co-panelists related their respective journeys, which in their cases 
began in Israel, my mind wandered to a different far away place, bringing 
back startling memories of my own childhood and adolescent school envi-
ronments where learning opportunities were slightly different.

My family emigrated from Czechoslovakia to Israel when I was in Grade 
3. My parents were Holocaust survivors. My brother, who is 20 years older 
than me, was a young child during WWII and he survived, likely because 
kind people offered to hide him. I was born after the war and had no idea I 
was Jewish until the age of 7. My parents believed that after the war, their 
religious practice in our hometown Bratislava should remain private. Their 
apparent loyalty to the country that participated in destroying the Jewish 
people still surprises me, as does protecting me from knowing that I was 
Jewish. However, I learned early on that you should never make judgments 
about the choices people make unless you walk in their shoes.

Learning  
     from real life  

My parents clearly believed that raising me in Israel could offer new op-
portunities. Israel in the 1960s was certainly a vibrant learning ground. The 
language, culture, political struggles and the Six Day War were all part of 
our real-life curriculum.

Life circumstances changed and I moved to Canada at the start of high 
school. New language and culture once more, and the 1970s in Toronto 
offered yet a different ambiance.

My mind wandered back to the Grade 8 panel just in time to answer the 
students’ questions. For me, the reward of the whole exercise is embodied 
in their impressions like the one at the top.

You become the best person you can be by paying attention to what 
you can learn from others. For us, the educators, it is valuable to make the 
overall experience of students more diverse, connected to global issues and 
linked to other people’s experiences. The knowledge that others impart can 
empower students to think creatively and critically, which is going to frame 
who they become. Down the road it is what helps them make decisions and 
choices that suit them.

These are the kinds of life lessons that we are able to explore in the 
context of IB education. 

By Yvette Burke, Principal, North Campus

“Panel discussions like this help engage me when we have real life examples about what we are learning.”  
– Grade 8 Humanities student
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• You need other people to fill your ”invisible”  
 bucket and other people need you to fill theirs
• You fill a bucket when you show love, when  
 you say or do some thing kind, and even when  
 you give someone a smile 
• You dip into a bucket when you make fun of  
 someone, when you say or do mean things, or  
 even when you ignore someone 

Deborah Epstein-Franks, Dean of Students, at-
tended a conference based on the “Bucket Filling” 
concept. The Grade 1 teachers introduced it to our 
staff. Over time, this has carried over to the stu-
dents themselves taking the initiative to fill one 
another’s buckets and incorporate bucket-filling 
language into their daily interactions. 

It is our goal, through integrated curriculum and 
practice, that students recognize how their actions 
affect both themselves and the school community. 
The philosophical teachings of the Torah (such as 
making peace, honouring parents, visiting the sick, 
etc.) and the concepts of the IB Learner’s Profile 
(being caring, knowledgeable, open-minded, etc.) 
are all logical extensions of the bucket-filling ideal.
To the question, “How do you fill someone’s 
bucket?” some of our young students replied: 
• When you include your friend when you’re playing 
• When you say, ‘Good job’ 
• When you fill someone else’s bucket, you fill  
 your own bucket too. 

This theme melds nicely with our focus on bul-
lying awareness. Presentations have taken place in 
various classrooms with the goal of bucket filling 
becoming something we continue all year. We are 
looking forward to seeing how our Middle School 
students will take over the delivery of this idea to 
the younger students in the near future.

Personally, my bucket was filled recently when I 
came to my office to find a pile of thank you notes 
written to me by a Grade 4 class.

How will you fill your bucket today?

Filling buckets  
fulfills our mission

  By Lauren Sigel 
Principal, South Campus

“Bucket filling” has been the focus of a  
recent school-wide initiative to foster a nur-
turing environment, while at the same time 
incorporating both IB and Reform Jewish 
values. Taken from one of Carol McCloud’s 
books Have You Filled a Bucket Today?, it’s 
great to have a full bucket and this is how 
it works…
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 • Girls were not only admitted, but educated in the same classrooms  
  as boys!
 • The curriculum consisted not only of Judaic studies (Tanach, Jewish  
  history) but also math, science, language arts and a host of other  
  subjects that would prepare students for university and beyond.
 • The prayer service at school included organ and a mixed male-female  
  choir; the headmaster’s sermon and some prayers were translated  
  into the vernacular (in this case, German); ritual items like kippot and  
  tallitot were not required; and most notably, men and women could  
  sit together.

These experiments in education may not sound so bold today, but at the 
time, they were nothing short of revolutionary. Jacobson’s “reforms” sig-
naled a tidal wave of change in Jewish belief and practice, as an ethos of 
egalitarian and religious pluralism began to sweep through the Western 
world and shake the previously held assumptions about ‘the right way to 
be Jewish.’ Instead, Jacobson preached a message of enlightenment, of 
embracing both tradition and modernity, while making informed, individual 
choices with respect to one’s Judaism. For this, historians would later refer 
to Jacobson as the “Father of Reform Judaism.” And it all started with the 
creation of a day school.

Fast forward to just over 200 years later. Today, Progressive/Reform 
Judaism claims the largest number of members of any denomination in 
North America, with over 900 synagogues, 13 residential summer camps 
(including URJ Camp George!), a social justice arm in Washington, D.C. 
and in Israel (the Religious Action Center and Israel Religious Action  
Center, respectively), and a seminary (HUC-JIR) that trains future Rabbis, 
Cantors and Jewish leaders with campuses in Jerusalem, New York,  
Cincinnati and Los Angeles.  Additionally, there are over 30 Reform con-
gregations in Israel, which hope to offer a compelling alternative for  
Israelis who cannot find their Jewish identity amongst the extremes of 
ultra-Orthodoxy or secularism.

One of the gems of Reform Judaism is its small but vibrant network 
of day schools committed to the same ideals of religious understanding, 
inclusiveness, and autonomy that Israel Jacobson endorsed over two cen-
turies ago. And the largest of these institutions—setting an international 
standard for academic excellence and innovation, Jewish studies integrat-
ed seamlessly with general studies, all in the context of a warm, nurturing 
community - is The Leo Baeck Day School. 

Imagine the Chutzpah! 
That’s what it took, when the Reform Jewish  

movement began in a day school

In 1801, Israel Jacobson, a German Jewish businessman and philanthropist, established a Jewish school in Seesen, Germany like no 
other. Unlike the typical yeshiva, which had previously been the only venue for formative Jewish education, Jacobson had the audacity 
to introduce radical reforms to his school, such as:

By Rabbi Noam Katz, Dean of Jewish Living

 Jacobson’s “reforms” signaled a tidal wave of  
change in Jewish belief and practice
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Our school community was fortunate to welcome one of the preeminent 
visionaries of the Reform movement this past fall: Rabbi Rick Jacobs, the 
newly appointed President of the Union for Reform Judaism. Rabbi Jacobs 
spent a full day at our North and South campuses, witnessing the power 
of immersive Jewish education and celebration, something that he too has 
cultivated throughout his own 30-year career as a pulpit Rabbi in New 
York. In a sense, his jam-packed day reflected the ideas and ideals of the 
movement he now is tasked to lead, a snapshot of Reform Judaism in the 
daily life of a day school.

Friday, 8:30am, Kimel Family Chapel
Rabbi Jacobs joins our Preschool Family Shabbat 
program in the beautiful new chapel. He shares 
a story about Avraham, the first man who was 
called into covenant with God. There is a palpa-
ble sense of community as the children conclude 
the program by singing Shehecheyanu, a blessing 
for new experiences, as we celebrate the first 
year of their formal Jewish education.

9:15am, Kimel Family Chapel
Rabbi Jacobs shares his vision for the future of 
Reform Judaism, emphasizing the central role of 
engaging youth and “widening the tent” so that 
those who reside on the margins of the commu-
nity are truly welcomed and valued.

10:30am, Admin Offices
Rabbi Jacobs calls his team in New York to co-
ordinate relief efforts in the wake of Hurricane 
Sandy, which devastated the east coast just a 
few days earlier. Later, he reports that some 
congregations have had to vacate their build-
ings due to flooding and damage, and that 
the central URJ offices opened their doors to 
the leaders of the Orthodox Union, when their  

Manhattan offices were without power. It’s a true  
demonstration of Reform Jews not standing idly 
by when disaster strikes others.

11:30am, Board Room
Rabbi Jacobs leads a “Lunch and Learn” for 
our faculty, elaborating on the tenets of Reform  
Judaism and how they require new definitions 
and approaches in the changing landscape of 
Jewish education. He reiterates how 
invaluable day school education is 
for producing the next generation of  
inspiring Jewish leaders.

1:30pm, North Campus
Rabbi Jacobs arrives at main sanctu-
ary in time to join our Grade 2-4 Kab-
balat Shabbat experience. From the 
opening bars of “L’cha Dodi”, the 
room vibrates with spirit and spiritu-
ality. Rabbi Jacobs again shares the 
story of how God “auditioned” the 
first Jew before choosing Avraham.  
A punctilious boy raises his hand and 
corrects him: “It was Avram, not Avra-
ham.” Rabbi Jacobs grins from ear to ear.

Much like the early 19th century, we find 
ourselves in another period of rapid change.  
From Israel Jacobson to Rick Jacobs, we are 
part of a chain of leadership that refuses to let  
Jewish life stagnate and sees education as the 
vehicle for bringing vibrancy and purpose to  
our community. And so the tidal wave of  
change continues.

Visit by Rabbi Rick Jacobs  

A day with the URJ President at Leo Baeck

By Rabbi Noam Katz

 “What is being implanted in this community, in the hearts  
 and minds and lives of these students and these families is   
 what needs to be at the very heart of the Reform movement.   
 Kol HaKavod! This is an extraordinary institution. It’s been a   
 privilege to be here.
 -Rabbi Rick Jacobs
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This allowed them to play to their strengths. 
One of the most interesting teaching and learning moments was when 

a student, disenchanted with his novel, suddenly became more motivated 
when he found that he could share his own honest reflection on the novel, 
even if it wasn’t a positive one.  Throughout, students were challenged 
to make real life connections to literature from around the world. Some 
made connections to the heated American elections and the disaster of 
Hurricane Sandy. 

Some students connected their own lives to characters in novels who 
were either delighting in the joys of youth or suffering the pain of loss or 
illness. Other students realized that their lives were in fact more privileged 
than the characters in other cultures. This led to another deep and endur-
ingly meaningful learning experience – perhaps one that is only gained 
through a true encounter with another culture -- the realization that you 
must never take your own opportunities for granted.

What’s the Big Idea Here?
What learning looks like through the IB lens

By Eli Savage, Middle School teacher, South Campus

The unit question was “How do I Find Meaning in Literature?” Students 
chose their own novels on an international theme. Their choices were  
tailored to reading levels and interests. They also engaged in a writer’s 
workshop based on the Lucy Caulkins Columbia University Writer’s Work-
shop, an internationally recognized program. 

In response to their novels, they created original works of poetry, uti-
lizing descriptive language techniques and poetic devices. Some of the 
poetry triggered reflections on their own Jewish identity, as one student 
wrote about the power and meaning of her own Bat Mitzvah celebration. 
This was contrasted with other literary works that represented coming-of 
-age stories from other cultures. 

Students created an oral/visual presentation designed to persuade their 
peers to read the book. The students were able to communicate their 
learning in multiple ways by promoting the book through a monologue, 
brochure, poster board, commercial, stop-Lego animation, or other means. 

Being Canada’s only Jewish International Baccalaureate World School, we  
start a lesson, true to our cultural tradition, by asking four questions:

1. What is the Big Idea or Question that will shape this learning? 
2. How will students explore their own cultural tradition and appreciate that of others? 
3. What opportunities will students have to communicate their learning? 
4. How will it pave the way for critical thinking and deeper conversations?

Case in point, here is how a Grade 8 Language Arts class approached a unit titled  
‘Good Things Come in Small Packages’.
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A Taste  
of Israeli 
Reality

Our North Campus Grade 6, 7 and 8 students com-
municated face-to-face via Skype with Israelis during 
Operation Pillar of Defense… without leaving the 
school. In real time, students interviewed Zeev Bielski 
(on screen) -- a Knesset member and former mayor of 
Raanana – and questioned a Sderot resident about 
what it was like having his family displaced when their 
home came under rocket attack from Gaza.

It was one example of an ongoing connection with 
Israel through our four “shinshinim” -- Israeli emissaries 
in Toronto on “sh’nat sherut”, a year of service spon-
sored by the UJA Makom Young Emissary Program.

“The whole concept is to create a better connec-
tion between Israelis and the Diaspora and to share 
our values with one another,” explains Gefen Chazen, 
who along with Gal Baruch is at the South Campus. 
Their counterparts at the North Campus are Mor Ani 
and Yehonatan Ben-Ishai.

Whether it’s the joy of their morning broadcasts, 
Israeli hit parade, Hebrew words of the week, Café 
Shinshinim, celebrations of chagim, cooking latkes and 
soofganyot, and mini-Israel geography tours…. or the 
serious like opposing the boycott of “Made in Israel” 
products or a somber memorial to Yitzhak Rabin…. it’s 
all part of Israeli reality. Through their warm personal 
touch, our shinshinim bring students a real and sophis-
ticated understanding of Israel.

Our pioneering effort in the shinshinim program 
earned Leo Baeck the Community Israel Engagement 
Award in 2012.

Spelled with two letters: “shin shin”

By David Bale
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That Leo Baeck North is known for its RSI, Respectful School Initiative, is 
nothing new. What IS new is it has a student run branch.

The Student Council has taken ownership of making respect a priority 
at school. RS360 is comprised of volunteers from Grades 5-8, who have 
mobilized themselves into three strands: Respectful School Ambassadors, 
Lunch Bunch and Fun Budz.

“This is a new experience for students and for us,“ notes Rachel Shulman, 
Student Council President and head of the RS360. “We want to help ev-
eryone understand what it means to be a respectful student in a school 
environment.”

The Respectful School Ambassadors (RSAs) have produced a video about 
inclusion that they will be screening for the younger half of the school to 
teach the word inclusion at each level.  

The Lunch Bunch goes into preschool classes during lunch twice a week 
to engage their younger schoolmates in games, skits and reading. The pre-
schoolers are loving the mentorship and connection with older kids.

The Fun Budz are on the playground twice a week, facilitating games 
and sports for the younger students, engaging them more actively in their 
recess experience.  

“The RS360 is an incredible leadership opportunity for the older students 
to teach and practice their social skills with the younger students,” says  
Ruth Rudin, parent advisor of the Respectful School Initiative. “The younger 
children benefit from learning from the older kids that they look up to.”  
In the process, everyone learns about respect and cooperation.

“RS360”  
Code Word for Respect
Students take a 360 degree view at leadership, 
community and a respectful Leo Baeck family.

by Noa Daniel, Teacher RS360 Advisor

Four years ago we embarked on a journey to improve our literacy pro-
gram and bring it to a level of current best practices. Our primary resource 
and guiding light was literacy expert, Miriam Trehearne. Her three volumes 
of Comprehensive Literacy Resources provided us with information, inspi-
ration and illumination as we made our way through the elements of a rich 
and meaningful Comprehensive Literacy program. Trehearne’s strategies, 
which are based on sound research, were relevant, user-friendly and highly 
effective. Soon our books became dog-eared, filled with post-its, annota-
tions and reflections of successes. Through a tremendous amount of hard 
work, dedication and above all risk-taking on the part of teachers, coupled 
with the financial and moral support of our administrators, our vision for a 
deeper and more meaningful literacy program began to actualize. 

Miriam Trehearne came to Leo Baeck in December to spend a PD 
(professional development) day working with the staff, sharing her pas-
sion for effective and engaging literacy teaching and learning for all stu-
dents. Her insight, ideas and suggestions were relevant and inspiring.  

We see...
Literacy Inspired by the Expert
By Jody Blum, Dean of Academic Development, North Campus

“Literacy is a very complex concept. By teaching the many aspects of 
literacy, we are building the next generation to be successful in life, in 
everything they do.” 
- Miriam Glaser

“We are all Literacy teachers!” 
- David Martosh

“It is important to implement writing even in the youngest of children.” 
- Leah Weinstein

“Write-write-write! Check again and again for comprehension!”  
- Shari Standil

“I embrace different forms of literacy in my class!” 
- Keren Green

Here is what some of our staff had to say when asked to reflect  
on the most significant thing they learned from the day:

Miriam Trehearne 
at Leo Baeck
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The Erlick Family
“The warm community feeling that permeates the school” was a key 

factor for North Campus parents Sheri and Jeremy Erlick, who knew early 
on that they wanted their children to be educated at Leo Baeck. That now 
includes their youngest child, Justin, who entered the preschool this year, 
joining his older siblings Dylan and Madison as Leo Baeck students. 

“I love that my children are receiving a well-rounded education that 
is not only literacy-based, but community-based as well,” says Sheri.  
She knows this from firsthand experience, as a former LB student herself. 
“For my children, returning to Leo Baeck each year is like coming home.” 
With good reason. Not only is their mom Sheri an alumna of Leo Baeck, but 
their grandmother Hinda Weksberg is a former LB preschool teacher and 
past President of the Board of Directors. With the school occupying such 
an important place in their family history, it’s no wonder that the Erlicks 
love hearing their eldest talk excitedly about leading a Kabbalat Shabbat 
service in a couple years when he is old enough. What he and his siblings 
have already achieved is a new tradition: membership in a three-generation 
Leo Baeck family. 

Why did you choose  
Leo Baeck?
Parents of newly entering students weigh in
By Rachel Andrew

“The warm community feeling that  
permeates the school”

The Mogil Family
Marni Banack and Ben Mogil looked at a number of Jewish day schools. 

As the recipients of a day school education and active members of a number 
of local Jewish charities and programs, they knew they wanted their daugh-
ter Zoey to receive the same gift of a Jewish education they had. “As parents, 
it’s important for us that our daughter understand where she comes from,” 
says Marni, “to know what values are important, and how to present herself 
as a Jewish woman in the world at large.” For them, the balance between 
Tikkun Olam (sense of social responsibility), the pluralistic view of Judaism 
and strong emphasis on academics tipped the scales in favour of Leo Baeck 
as the best fit for their family. 

They love that the new South Campus will offer their daughter a learning 
environment with tons of natural light, tree-lined views and access to great 
athletic and outdoor facilities (like skating, tennis and tobogganing, to name 
a few). They also look forward to watching her learn and grow under the 
unique combination of the IB program with a Jewish day school education. 
Zoey greets two new experiences: not only will she start JK in the fall, but 
she just became a big sister to Rory Fara (not pictured), born in November.

“strong emphasis on academics tipped the scales in 
favour of Leo Baeck as the best fit for their family.”
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Dream  
       Come True 

When the morning school bell sounded on September 4, 2012, it rang 
in more than the start of a new school year. It rang in a new era.

By Franci Sniderman
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Dream  
       Come True 



wide eyes and huge smiles from staff, students and community 
members. This new facility, nestled on the western edge of Cedarvale 
Park, is nothing short of amazing.

I reflect on the facility “wish list” that was created over 15 years 
ago, when the search for a permanent South Campus home be-
gan. This document included geographic boundaries, number and 
size of classrooms, gym size, assembly space, offices, outdoor space, 
seminar rooms, staff room, and a number of other desirable specifi-
cations. The ‘needs’ and ‘wants’ did not change and were used as a 
guide by the many Leo Baeck staff and volunteers who searched for 
-- and assessed -- potential sites over the years. 

Within this building is not only everything on the wish list, but 
more. The New Leo Baeck South Campus is a state of the art, spec-
tacular environment for learning. Current and future generations of 
the midtown Toronto Jewish community will benefit from a top notch 
Reform Jewish education in a gorgeous setting with uncompromised 
co-curriculars.

Franci Sniderman is a former Leo Baeck parent; Past President and 
veteran Board member serving on numerous committees including 
South Campus Renewal; and former editor of Baeck & Call.

The doors to the new 
South Campus opened 
with much excitement,

It’s the light that I find the most inspiring, flooding the space with natural light, so that even the gloomiest 
day is beautiful. I know the physical space makes teaching more pleasant; it certainly has the same effect on 
the student’s learning.”
- Gene Teeger, Visual Arts Teacher, architect, and co-chair of the design team

“It feels warm and welcoming and makes our children feel  
excited to learn.” 
- Bonnie & Nathan Laurie, current parents & donors

“Being in this new facility has allowed me to be the teacher I’ve always 
dreamed and know I’m capable of being. Having the space and the 
facilities has allowed us endless possibilities with our students.”
- Stacey Jacobs, teacher

“The New South Campus will be a phenomenal platform for the expansion of student programming  
and for deepening ties with the broader Reform Jewish community as well as the community at large.”
- Fern Glowinsky & Ian Sandler, current parents & donors

Dream  
       Come True 

When the morning school bell sounded on September 4, 2012, it rang 
in more than the start of a new school year. It rang in a new era.

By Franci Sniderman
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Dedicating the New South Campus

Susan & Barry Michaels Micki & Sam Mizrahi Carol & Nolan Grubert Paul Schnier & Liz Wolfe Brent & Jennifer Davidson Toby & Saul Feldberg

Rubin/Smith Family

16 I  BAECK & CALL  WINTER 2013

South Campus Renewal Committee: Gary Stein, Billy Tishler, Daphne Wagner, Nolan Grubert,  
Carol Grubert, Laurie Davis, Eric Petersiel, Ronna Rubin, Franci Sniderman, Gene Teeger,  

Geoff Rotstein, Jodi Margolis, Eric Klein.

Ribbon Cutting: Rabbi Arthur Bielfeld, past Board Presidents Liz Wolfe, Stan Debow, 
Andrea Rifkin, Franci Sniderman, Richard Davis (current pres.), Sheila Pitch,  

Laurie Davis, Ronna Rubin, Fred Zemans, Mark Shiner, and Brian Simon.

Campus Dedication speakers: Richard Davis,  
President, The Leo Baeck Day School, Board of  
Directors; The Honourable Dr. Carolyn Bennett, MP 
for St. Paul’s; Dr. Eric Hoskins, MPP for St. Paul’s; 
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They made the dream come true

Eva & Richard Davis
Daphne Wagner, Goldie Feldman 

 & David Green Janice & Jeff Bly

Robins Family

Davis Family

www.leobaeck.ca 17

DJ Schneiweiss, Israeli Consul-General in 
Toronto; Elizabeth Wolfe, Chair, UJA Federation, 
Board of Directors; Joe Mihevc, Councillor for 
Ward 21, and Eric Petersiel, RJE, Head of School.
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north campus life...
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great LB moments...
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A True Community
Volunteering, planning events, or creating school spirit…  
The Leo Baeck Parents Association brings us together

“From day one of school we were made to 
feel welcome. We feel a part of something 
greater than just a school; it is a true  
community that wants nothing but the  
very best for our kids. “
-Jenn Brown
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“This is my second year at the school 
and I love being part of the Leo 
Baeck community, my kids love being 
part of the Leo Baeck community.  
Leo Baeck is our second family! 
There is always so much going on 
from book fair, to events, to all the 
other programs.”

-Tara Kaplan Fried

“The LBPA has been my entryway 
into my kids’ Jewish education 
outside the formal classroom. I have 
been able to meet parents and be an 
active parent in my kids’ journey of 
learning and Jewish living. I thank 
the LBPA for helping my family make 
the transition to a new school and 
community a seamless one.”

-Cheryl Wise

“Leo Baeck Day School is a warm and 
friendly family community where each 
family is made to feel to be an important 
part of the school. With so many great 
ways to get involved, it is easy to feel 
right at home at Leo Baeck.”

-Jodi Belchetz

www.leobaeck.ca 21
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From Poland 
to Israel to  

the classroom
 

Alumni bring lessons from 
March of the Living

By David Bale

Jacqueline Shiner on railway tracks leading to Auschwitz during March of the Living, spring 2012. Photo by Alex Satok
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That’s just one of the many reactions by Grade 8 students to a sympo-
sium presented by their predecessors, Leo Baeck alumni who traveled on 
March of the Living last spring and came back to tell about it. The current 
high school students returned during Holocaust Education Week to share 
their experiences with their younger cohorts in what has become an annual 
event of learning from alumni.

A similar symposium took place at each campus, beginning with an 
introductory assembly, followed by smaller group workshops led by two 
or three alumni. Returning to the North Campus were Rebecca Gutman,  
Kailey Gruber, Hayley Axelrad, Laura Sheriff, David Chesney, Jacob Blum, 
and Jordana Waserman. To South:  Lauren Robins, Alex Satok, Rebecca 
Howard, Margot Grubert, Danielle Adesky, and Jacqueline Shiner. 

Utilizing stories, video and artifacts, they gave interactive presentations 
about their travels last spring that began in Poland - touring former death 
camps in the company of Holocaust survivors - and culminated in Israel 
in time for Yom Ha’atzmaut, Israel Independence Day. They shared experi-
ences that to them were powerful as well as transformative.

Alumni Coordinators Jodi Margolis and Carol Grubert initiated the pro-
gram last year with Leo Baeck’s Director of Development, Elysa Greisman, 
as a way to keep former Leo Baeck students engaged in the education 
of those who follow in their footsteps.  They worked together with Rabbi 
Noam Katz and Grade 8 teachers Shari Standil and Eli Savage to ensure an 
opportunity of leadership for the alumni and learning for the current Leo 
Baeck students. Judging from reactions, the experience for Leo Baeckers 
both past and present was profound.

“Travelling with a survivor was emotional. He said that 
when he was there 60 years ago, he saw no hope. When he 
saw all of us on March of Living, he said all he could see  
was hope.”

- Jacqueline Shiner

“While I was marching, I kept thinking about, this is the 
path my grandfather took. This is the ground where all  
these terrible things happened to our ancestors, the  
Jewish people. And it’s really hard to face that.”

- Jacob Blum

“This taught me how important it is to totally remember the 
Shoah and how lucky we are to hear from firsthand survivors.”
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Leo Baeck has helped me prepare for High 
School by teaching me Hebrew and helping 
me become a better Jew. 

Hannah Feldbloom, 
Student, TanenbaumCHAT, Toronto

Calling All Alumni 

How did The Leo Baeck Day School prepare you                
 for what you’re doing today?

We 
asked:

The Leo Baeck Day School has provided me 
with an extensive background of knowledge, 
skills and life lessons on my newly entered 
quest through high school. Skills that I use 
in my everyday life at school were developed 
and built upon at Leo Baeck. The opportunities 
I was given to attend Leo Baeck and receive 
a Jewish education have shaped my life in a 
beneficial way.
Cory Katzman , 
Student, Westmount Collegiate Institute

If I had not attended Leo Baeck, I really do not 
know where I would be today. I would not be 
academically prepared, trying out for sports 
teams, or joining clubs and committees. Leo 
Baeck has truly prepared and helped me for 
high school, and I am sure that it will help me 
in the future.

Jenna Freedman,  
Student, TanenbaumCHAT, Toronto

The early education received at Leo Baeck 
created the necessary foundation for success. 
Leo Baeck provided a sense of community, 
fostered creativity and instilled a drive for ex-
cellence.  

Melannie Axler,  
Owner of Maxx Global Networks Inc, 
Toronto

Leo Baeck taught me to think beyond the con-
fines of the classroom. It gave me a founda-
tion that follows me wherever I go. I learned 
that I could create my own career and try 
something a little different. 

Matthew Granatstein  
aka Matt Granite 
NBC TV Personality, Cleveland and Tampa

The creativity and care that Leo Baeck teach-
ers implement has stayed with me throughout 
my years as a student. I will always remember 
Cindy Opler’s kindness and patience when it 
came to mastering my multiplication tables. 
Teachers like Ted Liss and Michael Rabino-
vitch have changed the way I think about 
technology and science, and it started with an 
egg dropping contest. 
Yannay Khaikin,  
Student, University of Toronto

Leo Baeck prepared me both academically and 
socially in a way that I don’t think could have 
been any better. The combination of teachers 
who actually care for your success coupled 
with the overall comfortable feel of the school 
instilled in me the ability to both want to, and 
be able to do succeed in my studies.

Sam Keshen,  
Student, McGill University, Montreal

Risa Alyson Cooper 
     Baeck to her Roots
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Calling All Alumni to send us YOUR response to:  
dbale@leobaeck.ca 
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Risa Alyson Cooper 
     Baeck to her Roots

Risa Alyson Cooper fondly recalls 
growing lima beans in her Grade 3  
science class at Leo Baeck. 

That was 1989. Since then, she has gone 
on to foster both her love of nature and a 
much larger garden. Today she is Executive 
Director of Shoresh Jewish Environmental 
Programs and is proud to have established 
the beautiful Kavanah Garden. “For me, be-
ing Jewish means having a deep spiritual 
relationship with the natural world,” says 
Risa, who oversees the popular organic 
educational garden. 

“Kavanah Garden was set up as an 
outdoor learning space that could reflect 
Jewish teachings, ethics, and celebrations,” 
explains Risa. She credits Leo Baeck with 
having taught her to ask questions and 
actively seek out the answers.  “Outdoor 
education is all about asking, seeking,  
hypothesizing and experimenting.” 

She has planted seeds in more ways than 
one. The work of Shoresh has taken root 
and “reflects a growing demand for Jewish 
environmental and food initiatives in the 
Greater Toronto Area.” Risa’s former Grade 
3 teacher – Gail Broudie – still teaches at 
Leo Baeck and brings current students to 
Kavanah Garden. “One of the students ex-
citedly shared that they had just planted 
lima beans in class that week,” laughs Risa. 
“Some lessons are timeless.”

For information about Shoresh and Kavanah 
Garden, visit www.shoresh.ca

Alumni Close-Up 

“Being Jewish means 
having a deep spiritual 

relationship with the 
natural world.”

By Rachel Andrew

Risa planting trees with husband Mati.
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The Schnier/Wolfe Atrium, New South Campus
By Elizabeth Wolfe

My involvement with The Leo Baeck Day School began as a parent when I enrolled 
my children at the Holy Blossom Campus in 1996. When Ryan and Jaimie were small, I 
volunteered for everything from field trips to hot dog lunches, to get as much exposure 
to their Leo Baeck experience as possible. My children attended the North Campus for 
their final years, so I gained a great understanding of the dynamics of both campuses.   
I served on the Board from 2000 to 2007, and served as President from 2002-2004. 
Since then, I have maintained contact with the School and have participated in the Capi-
tal Campaign. My family benefited greatly from their years at The Leo Baeck Day School. 
Not only did the School enrich my children’s Jewish identity and knowledge base, it pro-
vided a community of lifelong friends.

We are supporting the New South Campus because we recognize the value of a Leo 
Baeck education and hope to ensure its place in our community for future generations. 

Ours is a statement of our commitment to the Jewish community. It is not for the 
benefit of our own children, but for the community at large. We believe a Jewish educa-
tion is critical to ensuring the future vibrancy of the Jewish community. We hope the new 
campus will serve as a centre of Jewish life in this neighbourhood, one that will draw in 
families not only during the school hours but for extra curricular programming as well.

We were happy to name the Schnier/Wolfe Atrium. With its magnificent vista it  
welcomes all who enter the school and will be a centre for celebration.

The Gail Debow Family  
Education Program

The Leo Baeck Day School considers itself a partner with par-
ents in the education of their children. Case in point: a program 
of parenting seminars that brings some of the best minds in child 
development to Leo Baeck families.

That includes a three-part series presented by the Parenting 
Network, addressing the topics: “Instilling True Self Esteem in Your 
Children,” “Avoid Power Struggles–Stop the Yelling, Threats and 
Anger,” and “Are you too controlling, not controlling enough?” 
As well, psychologist/author Dr. Alex Russell offered his expertise 
in a workshop entitled “Fostering Resiliency & Independence in 
Children.” Anthony McLean is an actor/musician/TV host, but is 
also a renowned champion of Anti-Bullying, who is on the parent 
workshop schedule.

All of this has been made possible by the generosity of Gail 
and Stan Debow. 

“Tzedaka and education,” says Gail, “are the most important 
values that have been instilled by our parents. We are very fortu-
nate and it is our privilege to give back to our community.”

Giving Back 
Grateful for the past, two families help ensure the future

Paul Schnier & Liz Wolfe

Deborah Epstein-Franks, Lauren Sigel,  
Eric Petersiel, Dr. Alex Russell,  
Gail & Aimee Debow
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B&C: What is the significance to you of being the first Board 
President who is also an alum?
RD: It’s the cyclical nature of my relationship with Leo Baeck. There is 
something special about having spent eight years here as a child, send-
ing my own kids here 30 years later, and now being Board President. 
In so many ways, Leo Baeck and I have grown up together. As we’ve 
both matured and become happy healthy adults, we also recognize that 
there’s a lot of growth still left in us. We look forward to the next chapter 
in our lives.

B&C: As Board President, what is your vision for the school?
RD: A vibrant educational institution that provides a well-rounded, aca-
demically challenging and nurturing Jewish Day School experience for 
our students and their families. As I have done the rounds and ‘lifted the 
hood’ on Leo Baeck in my role, what has struck me most has been the 
incredible strength of the program. Leo Baeckers have every reason to be 
proud.My vision is also for the school to continue to grow and thrive into 
the future. We are seriously looking at the changing needs of our evolving 
community and setting the bar for the next generation of young Jewish 
minds. My goal as Board president is to keep our foot on the gas pedal 
and raise the game even further.

Four Questions for the Board Prez
When he was a Leo Baeck student, Richard Davis says 
he “learned to ask good questions.” As the first alum  
to become Board President, he has to answer them.

B&C: The new mission statement highlights three elements: 
Reform Judaism, Academic Excellence, and Nurturing Commu-
nity. How is being an alum AND a school parent YOUR vote of 
confidence in those areas?
RD: Each of these three key areas highlights an aspect of my own value set 
that was formulated in my childhood at Leo Baeck. These core values have 
contributed to who I am today and I care very deeply about all three. As a 
parent, it is not only important to me that my kids develop the same values 
and skills that accompany them; it is essential. These pillars will continue to 
guide our decisions as a Board and a community in the years to come. I am 
highly confident in our ability to deliver on all three.

B&C: Having been in their shoes, what can you say to current 
students about what LB will mean for them later in life?
RD: Your time at Leo Baeck will remain with you forever. Among the many 
things I learned as a Leo Baeck student, I learned to ask good questions.  
I developed an ability to challenge the status quo and at times even ques-
tion those in authority. At some point in your lives, you will realize that you 
are in authority. There will be a pivotal moment when you see your own 
ability to influence the lives of others and make an impact in the commu-
nity. I believe that Leo Baeck is preparing you for that moment, so that you 
can make the right decisions and use your influence wisely. Who knows, 
maybe you’ll be the Leo Baeck Board President by then.

“The school’s core values have contributed  
to who I am today.”
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…achieves success at many different schools. 

More than half go on to TanenbaumCHAT,  
where they enjoy exceptional levels of  
academic achievement 

The Leo Baeck grad
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We need your updated contact information!  
Please email SCalumni@leobaeck.ca   Thanks!

THE NEW LEO BAECK SOUTH CAMPUS 
Expect The World!

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 22  |  6:30PM  |  2013   |   12 Adar 5773  

HOLD THE DATE 
LEO BAECK SOUTH CAMPUS ALUMNI ONEG SHABBAT for  Students, Families & Staff 
KABBALAT SHABBAT SERVICES FOLLOWED BY CAMPUS TOUR & DINNER

"WELCOME BACK" SPECIAL EVENING AT THE NEW SOUTH CAMPUS FOR CLASSES 2006-2012

MORE INFORMATION TO FOLLOW

At CHAT…last year
Leo Baeck grads who made honour roll  
(80% and over) per grade:
Grade 12….. 95% 
and 28 out of our 38 grads achieved a 90+ average

Grade 11….. 85% 
Grade 10….. 90% 
Grade 9…… 80%

Open Houses

North Campus - March 13, 2013 - 9:15am & 7pm
South Campus - March 14, 2013 - 9:15am & 7pm
To RSVP or arrange a school tour:  
contact Robyn Buchman, Director of Admission at 905-709-3636 ext 224  
or rbuchman@leobaeck.ca

Sarah Edgerley
Leo Baeck grad 2007

Valedictorian & three time Athlete of the Year,
TanenbaumCHAT 2011

Leo Baeck is committed to…
• Academic excellence
• Meaningful lifelong Jewish identity
• Nurturing community


